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Editorial

The first paper in this issue of the International Journal of Railway Technology was originally presented at Railways 2014: The Second International Conference on Railway Technology: Research, Development and Maintenance, held in Ajaccio, Corsica, France from 8 to 11 April 2014. At Railways 2014, Gerald Trummer, of the Virtual Vehicle Research Center, Graz, Austria, was awarded the Young Researcher Best Paper Prize for the paper. Over seventy-two papers were eligible for this prize and the judging panel consisted of members of the Conference Editorial Board. I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to the board members who helped with the judging.

Professor João Pombo (left) presents Gerald Trummer, of the Virtual Vehicle Research Center, Graz, Austria, with the Young Researcher Best Paper Prize at Railways 2014

Railways 2016: The Third International Conference on Railway Technology: Research, Development and Maintenance will be held in Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy from 5 to 8 April 2016.